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If you need extra options like times, 
company preferences, and price range

Car or Hotel? 
They show it 
twice already

No Intro on 
the company

Clear backround 
Image 

Round trip or One way option 

Search optimized 
for Airports

Popular spots and Travel Suggestions, 
Down the homepage



You can Download their app on your phone just by texting your phone



Filters if you need have preferences on 
your flight



I have to select twice, It 
did not work because it 
had to show me what is 
included in my ticket 
first 



This box pops out after I selected my 
Flight



Makes the User feel good, It's a confirmation of 
what he has done

Keeping the numbers visible on the right to let 
users know How much they are going to spend



Before Payment you still have time to upgrade  
your ticket if you wish. It seems better 
designed than anything else

It looks very nice and 
tidy. They could have 
used the same 
system before too



Keeping the numbers visible on the right to let 
users know How much they are going to spend

We are about to pay Now

Still giving us the option to 
secure the flight here

free cancellation within 24 hours 



Standard payment form, 
nothing Special. User does 
not decide what he will pay 
with.

Before the confirm the 
payment, they can secure 
their flight



Alitalia
COMPETITIVE BENCHMARKING

UX Researcher:  Alessio Ferracuti
Project:  Airline App and Website



They Already know which airport you 
might depart from 

Most Common option is already 
selected, but you can still change it 

Few Questions, which make you feel that 
booking a flight is so easyBox very well 

designed 

If you are already an Alitalia costumer, 
it tells you already what you need to do 
for your purchased flight



After selection this box pops out asking how many adults 
and class type to choos

Nice E-commerce style 
for Quantity selection 



I chose the wrong dates 
apparently, but they tell 
me exactly what to do to 
get them right



We went back, selected 
different  dates. 

With this fun animation, we know how 
long it will take to load for results



We know right away what 
you can carry

This system is very 
clear and easy to 
understand dates 
and prices

We are selecting Outbound first



Now that we have selected 
the flight, all the Deatils 
open upInfo about hours and stops, 

ans well as Conditions



We are selecting Inbound now 



We have selected both Outbound and 
Inbound and We are reviewing our Ticket

A reminder of how much you will spend



Pretty basic Info, and it seems very easy



After inserting our Info, We can Select our Seats



Many Options to make a payment



Ryanair
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UX Researcher:  Alessio Ferracuti
Project:  Airline App and Website



They know where you are located

Where is the Round option?

When you click on From and To, many 
countries to choose from appear



Very simple, Instead of signing up a 
giving all your info, you can easily do it 
with Google or Facebook!



Now you can select the dates and 
passengers



How would I know to click here to 
continue?



Very nice and clear Design to choose from.
Also we know in detail the difference in 
class



Thank you for reconfirming my decision



Clear upfront, so that you won't find 
yourself with extra charges later on



Asking us if we are sure about the 
decision we are making?



We don't have to worry about this 
anymore asthey just clarified again 
that it is included.

Also makes you feel like they are 
givg you something extra



Add Travel Insurance with 1 Cick to 
checkout. Thats really nice. 

You can pick a car, It would  have been 
nice if you could pick the car with 1 click 
as well. And issued documents at the 
Airport maybe.



Great way to increase revenue and conversions, also it makes it super 
simple, thanks to the E-commerce Style displayed



It did not let me reach the payment section as I was 
booking the flight as a guest. 

They force you to register and log in, I believe this is a 
method that will make them lose constumers.



British Airways
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Project:  Airline App and Website



Very nice, easy option to add a return, 
instead of the usual box

Very well designed Trio feature, and it is 
also what most people will be looking for

It' s letting us know: dont't ever bother, 
we will just take care of the rest

Not many decisions to make, but if you 
need to make a stop, we have it for you



We are selecting Outbound first

This system makes it very 
easy to understand dates 
and prices. Also clear design

Not so muh info upfront Pretty easy selection



After Selection we get all the details we wanted to have on Luggage, 
Weight, Snaks, Seat choice, etc.



Now you can choose your Return



Reviewing both tickets and waiting for the 
price to show up 

The Software is talking 
to you on why he is 
showing you this



Before continuing, You can also add a Car or a 
hotel in case you forgot



Choose your Seats now, which was already 
mentioned before

You can also go back if you forgot something 



Basic Info and not overwhelming Trip summary on the right with price as well



They never forget to tell us what we are 
waiting for 



Good Payment options, nice and big to read

Trip Summary and Total are 
very good reminder, 
aspecially when you are 
about to pay 




